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Direction finding is a fundamental aspect of spatial orientation and navigation. Broadly it can relate to an animal's position in space, to its posture, and to the steering component controlling its locomotion. Sensory information about direction, which may be determined from a single external clue, is usually obtained by "distance receptors" as opposed to "contact receptors." Thus olfaction, hearing, vision, and mechanoreception mediated by gravity receptors are well known direction-finding modalities; electroreception and magnetoreception are less well known ones, and in the latter case even problematical because no corresponding physiological receptor-transducer has yet been identified except in certain fishes.

The present review will consider only a limited aspect of direction-finding by restricting itself to underwater vision and to fishes. Furthermore, attention will be focused mainly on orientation in the absence of local landmarks and will also exclude general components like the dorsal light reflex.

Motivation for such a circumscribed approach is both practical and personal: practical in the sense of attaining a reasonable compromise between depth and scope, personal in terms of relating to our current research on polarized light perception in fishes (ref. 1) and the possibility that underwater polarization patterns in nature could provide an indirect Sun compass if the animals are able to use it (refs. 2 and 3).

Before dealing specifically with fish orientation, a brief review will be made of those characteristics of submarine optics that are particularly distinctive for seeing underwater. These mainly make visual direction-finding much more difficult than in air; hence, visual orientation is a challenge for aquatic animals. Nevertheless, the large, well developed eyes of most pelagic species in the photic zone attest to the adaptive importance of their vision.

UNDERWATER OPTICS

Except for bioluminescence, light in the sea (and other natural bodies of water) originates mainly from the Sun and to a much less extent from other celestial bodies as well as the sky. The air-water interface establishes two important features of underwater illumination. First, the difference in refractive index bends the rays of entering light and

\[ \text{equation} \]
causes total reflection in upward lines of sight beyond the critical angle. Thus the 180° horizon to horizon hemisphere of the sky is reduced to 97° (taking the water’s refractive index to be 1.333) for an underwater eye; hence, all celestial clues to direction occur within this refraction cone, and the Sun rises and sets at apparent zenith distances of 48.5° instead of 90° as in air. Furthermore, as dictated by Snell’s law, the apparent zenith distance is a nonlinear function of its real zenith distance in the sky.

Second, the fact that natural water surfaces are rarely flat calm means that ripples and waves will further distort, often markedly, the image of the celestial hemisphere. Thus the refracted Sun’s disc usually appears as a more or less extensive glitter pattern comparable to, but much brighter near the surface and not subtending so large an angle, as the reflected glitter pattern observed looking down at the Sun’s reflection on the water surface in air (refs. 4 and 5).

Once in the aqueous medium itself, radiant energy is then subject to absorption and scattering much more intense than in a clear atmosphere. As a result incident light becomes rapidly attenuated and less directional as it penetrates the water. For instance in Jerlov’s type I clear oceanic water like the Sargasso Sea, surface irradiance (at 465 nm) is reduced to 1 percent at just over 140 m depth; in clear coastal water (Jerlov type 1) this 100-fold reduction occurs just above 30 m (ref. 6).

For the clearest deep oceanic water reported (at depths of 300 to 800 m in certain areas of the Indian Ocean (ref. 7), the 1 percent depth would be 219 m at the most penetrating λ, 475 nm Crater Lake (Oregon) approaches ideal clarity, and extrapolating the shallow measurements actually made would have its 1 percent depth at 292 m for 420 to 425 nm its most penetrating λ (ref. 8). Actually Crater Lake’s transmittance at 475 nm is not as great as the Indian Ocean water cited.

**Visibility**

As a result of both absorption and scattering, visibility underwater is sharply reduced from that of clear air where 14,000 m of troposphere attenuate the incident solar radiation only to about 60 percent (ref. 9). In contrast to atmospheric visual ranges of 300 to 400 km, submarine ranges for large high contrast objects against a water background rarely exceed 100 m in very transparent water, while 40 m is more usual for quite clear water and 5 to 6 m typical for moderately turbid coastal waters (refs. 10 to 12).

At high light intensities the maximum range (in meters) for the human visibility of a large dark object viewed horizontally under water is roughly given by \( \frac{4}{c} \) (ref. 13) where \( c \) is the total attenuation coefficient per meter (varies from 0.0158 to 0.033 for extremely clear natural water). Since contrast between object and background is crucial for visibility, depth will in fact be another parameter underwater. As depth increases overall irradiance decreases rapidly as cited above and scotopic contrast threshold for man is only about 0.1 as good as photopic (ref. 14).

The limiting case for submarine visibility would come at the depth where the Sun’s rays are no longer detectable by an eye looking upward. If the attenuation coefficient were constant throughout the water column the irradiance at 840 m depth would be only \( 10^{-18} \) that at the surface even in Jerlov type I oceanic water. Depending of course on the eye and the detailed visual conditions, this could well be a plausible absolute threshold since estimates for maximum depths for eyes to detect sunlight in the clearest waters range from about 800 to 1500 m (refs. 7, 15, and
The deepest human daylight sighting from an experimental submersible is 700 m in quite clear water in the Bahamas (ref. 12). Since the world ocean averages nearly 4000 m in depth, three quarters or more of this huge living space is devoid of sunlight.

Directionality of Light

Both theory and field observations indicate that some directionality of the Sun's penetrating rays is maintained all the way down to the extinction depth. However, scattering and absorption cause the radiance distribution to become less directional than near the surface where it can be represented by a quasi-ellipsoid with its major axis parallel to the initial direction of the refracted ray. In deeper water the ellipticity decreases until the distribution resembles a prolate spheroid (ref. 6).

Perceiving the direction of maximal brightness, of course, requires discrimination between the visible intensities in neighboring areas of the radiance distribution. Thus, as the ellipticity of the latter is reduced and approaches a spheroidal shape, the potential accuracy of direction finding by this means will be significantly reduced. Again the rapid reduction of intensity with depth will have a marked additional effect since in general brightness discrimination deteriorates as illumination decreases. For man the minimum discriminable $\Delta I/I$ at scotopic light intensities is more than 10 times that at moderate photopic levels.

Despite the absence of appropriate data on fish visual physiology and behavior, Harden Jones (ref. 17) has made some interesting relevant calculations. Correlating measurements of underwater radiance distribution (for a fresh water lake) and estimates of the accuracy of human spatial localization and brightness discrimination, he calculates the Sun's bearing discrimination (within $\pm 20^\circ$) would reach threshold at a depth of 54 m; whereas Sun's altitude discrimination (within $\pm 10^\circ$) would similarly reach threshold at about 59 m. If these figures are of the right order magnitude, direction finding from the radiance distribution can be useful at best only in a shallow superficial layer.

In addition the combined action of scattering and absorption causes the zenith angle of the major axis of the radiance distribution to decrease from the angle of refraction at the surface to 0° at the so-called asymptotic or equilibrium depth. At this level the transmitted light distribution becomes symmetrical around the vertical. This occurs at various depths depending on the water's absorptance and scatterance (in turn strongly dependent on $\lambda$), e.g., at 100 m for green light in the Baltic and at 400 m for blue light in the Sargasso Sea (ref. 6).

Obviously when the angle between the main axis of the radiance distribution and the vertical falls below the threshold for an animal's discrimination, no azimuth directional information can be obtained from this factor at the corresponding depth and below. Even above the asymptotic depth, radiance distributions symmetrical around the vertical occur with the Sun below the horizon at sunrise and sunset, with the zenith Sun at noon and with a heavily and uniformly overcast sky.

Spectral Distribution

Whereas thin layers of clear water have little apparent effect on the visible spectral energy distribution of sunlight, thick layers have marked selective absorption reducing its bandwidth. In pure water or very clear seawater, this finally results in a narrow monochromatic band with a peak at 475 nm. In coastal waters and various fresh waters, "yel-
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low substance" and other colored material in
the water may alter the most penetrating λ
to green, brown, or even yellow, orange, or
red (refs. 6 and 18).

Clearly these wavelength characteristics
of underwater light may affect contrast and
have a powerful interaction with the λmax
of an eye's visual pigment. The wide range
of λmax shown by the visual pigments of
various aquatic animals (refs. 14, 19, and
20) is no doubt a reflection of the adaptive
importance of these light transmitting proper-
ties of the environment. Very marked effects
on the maximum depth for seeing may be
involved here (ref. 21).

Polarization

One interesting consequence of the scat-
tering of light by water is the development of
an underwater polarization pattern resulting
from primary (Rayleigh) scattering of direc-
tional light (refs. 2, 22, and 23). Unlike the
absorptance and the other results of scatter-
ance, this optical feature of submarine illumi-
nation may increase the possibilities of direc-
tion finding by providing an index of the
Sun's position down to depths of at least 200
m (ref. 24)—far beyond those where the
Sun's disc is ordinarily visible as such and
perhaps well in excess of those where the
radiance distribution can be used to deter-
mine the Sun's bearing. (See Harden Jones'
estimates cited above.)

In contrast to the situation in air where
only the hemisphere including the blue sky is
polarized by scattering of the Sun's rays,
underwater light is polarized throughout the
whole 360° solid angle, including near the
surface the sky polarization visible above the
The effect of depth on the degree of polarization has been measured only down to 115 m (ref. 27) (fig. 5) and as mentioned above, the e-vector orientation to a maximum of 200 m (ref. 24).

The degree of scattering polarization in pure water has a theoretical maximum of somewhat greater than 80 percent (ref. 6). In situ determinations of $p$ due to scattering of the natural light have shown maxima near 60 percent for clear seawater west of Corsica and near Bermuda (refs. 27 and 28). Generally the values of $p$ obtained with artificial light sources in situ are significantly greater than this presumably due to the stricter directionality of the artificial light (ref. 29).

Since polarotactic orientation in Daphnia has been demonstrated in the laboratory consistently for partial polarization of 20 percent and sometimes at 10 percent (Waterman and Jander, unpublished, cited in ref. 30), the naturally occurring polarized light underwa-
ter has considerable biological interest as a possible Sun compass (ref. 9). Both the azimuth and altitude of the Sun could be determined rather easily from the e-vector tilt in horizontal lines of sight. The azimuth indication would be simple at all depths down to equilibrium, but altitude would of course show an interaction with depth as mentioned above.

Resumé

The net effect of these various features of underwater optics on visual direction finding may be briefly summarized as follows. Piloting, i.e., steering by means of visible landmarks, is feasible only for littoral animals or benthic and parabenthic forms in the photic zone during the day. Since the water mass itself provides almost no aids to piloting [but thermoclines and turbid strata are often visible (ref. 31)], other means of visual direction finding must be used throughout the great preponderance of the hydrosphere. As indicated above these will be either (1) celestial directional clues observed directly near the surface or observed indirectly through the radiance distribution down to levels no greater than the asymptotic depth or (2) alternatively the underwater polarization. The evidence for their use, as yet quite incomplete, is reviewed below.

CELESTIAL ORIENTATION

There are at least five different kinds of visual celestial cues which various animals can use for direction finding: the Sun (ref. 32), the Moon (refs. 33 to 35), the stars (refs. 35 to 37), differential brightness of various parts of the sky (refs. 38 to 40) and the
polarization of the clear sky and natural waters (refs. 2 and 41). Because of lack of information on the likely significance of the other three clues for animals underwater only the first and last of the five are considered here.

**The Sun Compass**

Fishes, like many animals (refs. 17 and 42 to 46), are capable of finding a given azimuth by establishing and maintaining a fixed angular relation to the Sun's bearing. In so doing they are using the Sun's disc as a light compass as first proved in homing ants (ref. 32). At any given moment or for short intervals of time, this compass could function as a rather simple direction finder. The behavior involved would be like the transverse orientation of photomenotaxis (= light compass reaction) to an artificial light source (refs. 47 to 49).

However, over longer time intervals and for general use, a Sun compass must be much more sophisticated than a menotaxis because the movement of the Sun through the sky has to be taken into account. Also there is evidence that in some cases the Sun's altitude especially at local noon affects the direction finding (refs. 50 to 52). Therefore, knowledge of the Sun's path and a chronometer to measure its time course are required.

**Time Compensation**

In a variety of cases the Sun's course is compensated for not only during the day but at night when it cannot be observed, a capacity demonstrated when the animal is systematically orienting over 24 hr and allowing for the expected displacement of a stationary artificial Sun (refs. 50 and 53). For animals in the tropics where the Sun changes its direction of apparent movement with the season and for migratory forms which move from one hemisphere to the other the information required is particularly elaborate (for general discussion see ref. 54, ch. 8).

Time compensated orientation to the Sun was originally demonstrated for the honey bee and the starling by von Frisch (ref. 55) and Kramer (ref. 38), respectively. Similar solar direction finding was reported for the first time in fish (two species of centrarchids, *Lepomis gibbosus* and *L. machrochirus*) by Hasler, Horrall, Wisby and Braemer (ref. 56). Two types of training experiments in an experimental vessel exposed to the Sun and sky showed that these fish could use the solar disc to find a given geographical direction at different times of day.

Obviously the trained direction was a learned component of this behavior pattern, but was the Sun's path through the sky learned or genetically determined? Subse-

\[ \text{FIGURE 5. Effect of depth on degree of submarine polarization (p) in clear Sargasso Sea water near Bermuda (Secchi disc reading 50 m). Measurements were made in three lines of sight relative to the Sun's bearing (θ). Solid curves: measurements taken without filter; broken lines: with 500 nm narrow band filter (ref. 27).} \]
FIGURE 6. Directional orientation of the fish *Zenarchopterus* exposed to natural illumination underwater (A) and to this modified by an overhead polarizer with different e-vector orientations relative to the Sun's bearing at 0°. (B) e-vector 0° and 180°. (C) e-vector 45° and 235°. (D) e-vector 90° and 270°. Radial coordinate represents the number of observations grouped in 10° intervals. Mean vectors for the circular distributions are shown by single-headed broad arrows. The polarizer significantly modified these vectors in (B) and (C) compared to that with no polarizer added (A) (ref. 1).

sequent work showed that fish raised without seeing the Sun were nevertheless able to compensate for its movement; therefore, the basic ability must be inherent. Furthermore, the compensation was appropriate to the season and latitude represented by artificial light-dark cycles under which the fish were kept (ref. 57).

Comparisons between the compensatory capacities of Northern temperate centrarchids and tropical cichlids demonstrated that the former always allowed for clockwise Sun
displacement which is all that is apparent in northern latitudes above the Tropic of Cancer. But the latter could compensate either clockwise or anticlockwise as would be required at different times of year within the tropics (ref. 52).

**Occurrence in Fishes**

Such direction-finding abilities have been demonstrated in fish orienting in experimental vessels or enclosures for *Lepomis* (3 spp.) (refs. 53 and 56), *Aequidens* (ref. 53), *Oncorhyncus* (refs. 53 and 58), *Cichlaurus*, *Uaru* (ref. 52), *Anableps* (ref. 59), *Anguilla* (ref. 60), *Gambusia* (ref. 61) and *Fundulus* (ref. 62).

Field experiments have also shown that displaced fish in lakes and marine reef areas can find the direction of their usual haunts by similar means (*Roccus*, refs. 56 and 63; *Scarus* (2 spp.), ref. 64; *Oncorhyncus*, ref. 65; *Salmo*, ref. 66). In some of these cases, complete sky overcast produced little deterioration in the orientation (*Anguilla* and *Salmo*), but in most instances orientation became random under this condition although the probability that there may have been other direction-finding modalities was usually not eliminated.

Thus there is no doubt that a wide range of fishes can use a Sun compass for direction finding. However, the field data, due to the difficulties of obtaining them are still rather thin, and the details of the relevant sensory and behavioral mechanisms remain largely to be discovered. For example, most of the experiments have been done in flat calm, very shallow experimental vessels where the shortcomings of submarine optics, discussed above, are minimal if not negligible. This has obviously been important in making it possible to prove the animals' basic capabilities but leaves open many real questions regarding their specific contributions to the overall functions of orientation and migration.

**POLARIZED LIGHT COMPASS**

If the preceding statement is true of the intensively studied Sun compass, how much more strongly does it apply to the possibilities of direction finding by underwater polarized light! Here even the basic capacity of fishes to perceive and respond to polarized light has been difficult to demonstrate. Indeed the failure to obtain strong behavioral or physiological responses has so far blocked progress towards understanding the sensory basis and biological significance of this visual capability. Nevertheless, we have recently begun field and laboratory experiments in this area which are making some headway.

Field work carried out in Palau in the Western Caroline Islands during the summer of 1969 showed that *Zenarchopterus* (a tropical West Pacific halfbeak) changed its orientation to Sun and sky when a Polaroid filter was oriented with the e-vector in directions different from the plane of polarization in the zenith sky (ref. 1). When the filter's e-vector was parallel to that of the zenith, i.e., perpendicular to the Sun's bearing, the spontaneous orientation behavior of the halfbeaks was not different from that without a polarizing filter (fig. 6).

**Previous Evidence**

Although we were somewhat surprised to find polarized light perception in a fish, there were several inchoate lines of earlier evidence which had suggested it. One of these stemmed from experiments done more than 10 years earlier on several fresh water and marine tropical fish. These were tested for azimuth preferences when exposed to a vertical beam of polarized light. For an animal
like *Daphnia* (refs. 67 to 69) or young cephalopods (ref. 70), which respond strongly to polarized light, the experimental procedure used produces marked peaks in the distribution of the animal's directions around a circle (fig. 7).

But as rather extensive exploratory experiments failed to elicit stronger responses in this and other species, fishes were then abandoned by the author in favor of arthropods and cephalopods. Soon after the fact that some fish trained to use a Sun compass could continue to orient properly for some minutes after sunset was mentioned by Brae-mer in the discussion of his paper presented to the Deutsche Zoologische Gesellschaft (ref. 53). The fact that sky polarization arising from the primary scattering of the Sun's rays is at its maximum at such times was considered, but apparently no experiments to test its relevance were carried out.

**Groot's Data**

Somewhat later this same line of thought led to evidence in favor of a polarized light compass in the sockeye salmon (*Onchorhynchus nerka*). While studying the migration of smolts towards the outlet to the sea from Babine Lake and some other British Columbia lakes, Groot's interest was drawn to the fact that these fish were found to be migrating primarily during twilight when the zenith sky is strongly polarized (up to 90 percent) and the Sun's disc is not visible (ref. 58). In addition transposing the apparent position of patches of blue sky with a mirror appeared to have similar effects on salmon orientation to those found in *Apis* (ref. 72) for which the sky polarization pattern had definitely been proven to be important in direction finding.

Experiments on individual smolts exposed to the natural sky in 30 cm diameter by 30 cm tall cylinders of clear plastic were carried out by Groot at noon, afternoon, and twilight. No effects were noted except at twilight. Then rotating a polarizer placed over the vessel through 90° usually was followed by approximately the same angular direction change in the fish's headings. These headings,

![Polarotactic responses shown in the laboratory by *Daphnia* swimming in a vertical beam of polarized light. (A) Strong single-peaked orientation 90° to the e-vector observed with high light intensities and a black surround. Weaker responses with four peaks at 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° occur at reduced light intensities with the black surround (the light intensity effect) (B) or at both high and low light intensities with a white surround (the light contrast effect) (C, D). (Ref. 68).](image)
however, were at various menotactic angles and not at 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° to the $e$-vector as in some arthropod and cephalopod basi-
tactic responses to polarized light (refs. 70 and 68).

Also behavior with the polarizer present was different than with it absent. Thus with the $e$-vector perpendicular to the Sun's bearing the difference in behavior from the control (no polarizer) was greater than it was with the filter $e$-vector parallel to the Sun's bearing. This seems curious since in the zenith and, indeed, all along the great circle through the Sun and at sunset or sunrise the great circle perpendicular to that, the sky's $e$-vector is perpendicular to the Sun's bearing. Hence one might expect the least change from the no-filter condition with such an ori-
tentation of the imposed polarization. No expla-
nation for this anomaly is available.

Dill's Experiments

Further support for a polarized light sen-
sitivity in Oncorhynchus is provided by an un-
published master's thesis by Dill (ref. 73) who worked with Groot. Two kinds of laboratory experiments were done, again with smolts. One test was to see whether the fish's directional preferences were related to $e$-vec-
tor orientation when it was exposed to a verti-
cal beam of polarized light. Comparison of the heading distributions shows that on the basis of a $\chi^2$ test significant differences ($p < 0.01$) from random orientation occurred with a peak located at 22.5° relative to the $e$-
vector when the polarizer was present but not when it was absent ($p > 0.05$). However, an explanation for this persistent menotactic ori-
tentation relative to the $e$-vector in a consider-
able number of fish tested at different times of day is not obvious.

On the other hand, although more indi-
vidual fish showed a preferred direction of orientation with a polarizer present, this was not significantly different from the number of controls which had a preferred direction also. But the "concentration" of headings around the preferred direction was greater with the polarizer than without. Thus while the data are neither unequivocal nor completely explainable, the balance of evidence from this kind of experiment supports polarized light perception. However, the possibility was not checked that light intensity artifacts were in-
volved (refs. 68 and 69).

In a second type of experiment, smolts were trained by Dill to distinguish vertical from horizontal $e$-vectors with food as a re-
ward. After an initial training period, the cumulative rate of response to the reinforced $e$-vector (one target with vertical polarization) was clearly greater than that to the nonreinforced plane of polarization (three targets with horizontal polarization.) When the reinforcement was discontinued for the fourth target (now oriented like the others), the rates became the same showing that sec-
ondary clues of some sort were not producing the previous results.

While this series of experiments may in-
deed prove polarized light sensitivity in sock-
eyes, no control was established on possible reflection artifacts in the setup. This con-
sisted of an octagonal clear plastic experi-
mental vessel with four small square polariz-
ers mounted vertically on alternate faces of the octagon and illuminated from behind. As the vessel was shallow and the polarizers near the bottom, a sharp difference in the bottom reflection would be expected with vertical (dark, due to minimal reflection) vs horizon-
tal (bright, due to maximal reflection) $e$-vec-
tors. However, no check on this artifact seems to have been made; hence the sceptic might well attribute the fish's learning to intensity differences rather than directly to $e$-vector perception.
CURRENT WORK ON HEMIRHAMPHIDS

Since our 1969 field experiments on Zen-archopterus (ref. 1), we have had during 1970 a second period of extensive field work as well as laboratory experiments on this genus in Palau. These data have been only partly analyzed and so cannot be reported here. However, we have meanwhile undertaken laboratory experiments at Yale on available related fishes. Again their analysis is not complete, and indeed the experiments themselves are not finished, but a preliminary report can be made on results already obtained with the fresh water halfbeak Dermogenys from South East Asia.

As mentioned above, finding an experimental procedure to evoke strong e-vector responses from fishes has so far proved rather difficult. However, a particular technique worked out by Richard B. Forward, Jr., in collaboration with the author, is proving reasonably productive. As employed with Dermogenys tests are being run as follows:

Mature Dermogenys pusillus Van Hasselt were obtained from commercial aquarists and kept on a 12 hr light-dark cycle with the light phase starting at 9 a.m. For the experiments individual fish are placed in a shallow cylindrical clear plastic vessel, screened laterally with a white surround and exposed to a downward vertical beam of light. This light beam has in its path a Polaroid filter (white light between 99 to 100 percent polarized) mounted together with two sheets of wax paper acting as a depolarizer (fully polarized white light scrambled to about 4 percent polarized). For testing the effect of e-vector, the depolarizer precedes the polarizer in the optic train, and the polarizer-depolarizer is again randomly oriented in 10° steps to eliminate possible artifacts relating to any unsuspected asymmetry it might have.

After a 5 min wait in the light for the fish to calm down, the light is turned off. Following 1 min in the dark, the vertical beam is turned on again and a sequence of 13 pictures taken at a rate of 1/sec by a camera viewing the experimental vessel from below. Polarized and depolarized tests are run alternately and eight sequences carried out on each individual fish. In the data here reported, 38 fish are included.

The directional behavior has been analyzed by measuring the direction of the fish's heading in each frame and correlating the number of "pauses" (counted as angular changes of 0° or 10° between successive frames) with the e-vector orientation in which they occurred.

While some of the runs look highly correlated with the polarization, others do not. Correspondingly the total data do not show significant preferential orientation. However, if the runs done in the morning are separated from afternoon runs, a significant difference does appear. Consequently, four categories need to be considered: AM polarized, AM depolarized, PM polarized and PM depolarized.

Only the first of these shows significant deviation from a random orientation (figs. 8 and 9). In the morning polarizer-present case peaks are present at 40° and 130° oblique to the e-vector. A χ² test shows that in this case the distribution is nonrandom (p > 0.01), but that the 40° individual peak does not differ significantly from the mean. However, since these data were obtained in the spring of 1970, 14 more Dermogenys have been run in the same way with similar results. Consequently the N's are now sufficiently large so that both the 40° and 130°
peaks can be shown to differ from the mean of all the angles tested at the $p > 0.005$ level.

Polarotaxis with 45° and 135° preferred directions has been observed previously in insects (refs. 73 and 74). Multiple peak basitaxes with preferred directions at 0°, 90° or 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° have been widely demonstrated in one water mite, a considerable range of crustaceans and insects as well as in cephalopods (ref. 75). Their occurrence implies interesting trigonometric processing of the visual information and the consequent motor output (ref. 76), but relatively little is known about this. One exception to such general ignorance is that the input for polarized light perception is known to be organized in two orthogonal channels in decapod crustaceans at least (refs. 77 to 83).

**PROBLEM OF MECHANISM**

The similarity of the fish and insect oblique polarotactic pattern is an interesting parallelism particularly since the vertebrates in general lack the fine structural details that endow the rhabdom-bearing eyes of arthropods and cephalopods with their $e$-vector sensitivity. The critical matter here is the construction of the photoreceptor organelle (the rhabdom) out of a large number of regularly arranged microvilli that contain all or most of the visual pigment (refs. 82 and 84). For the single photoreceptor cell of which they are an elaboration of the cell membrane, all the microvilli are parallel to one another and perpendicular to the local optic axis of the
receptor. Direct microspectrophotometric measurement has shown in isolated crustacean rhabdoms that dichroism of the visual pigment, presumably effective because of the regularity of its molecular arrangement in the receptor membranes, allows individual cells to be differentially sensitive to \( e \)-vector orientation (refs. 82, 83, and 85) (fig. 10).

In contrast fish eyes, like those of other vertebrates, lack rhabdoms entirely and have their photoreceptor membranes organized in stacks of plates that are isotropic to polarized light traversing the outer segment axially as in normal vision. Consequently a retinal mechanism for \( e \)-vector sensitivity would appear to be lacking although the widespread occurrence of regularly arranged twin cones in teleost retinas (refs. 86 and 87) might somehow be involved.

**Retinal Mechanism**

Fairly extensive measurements of receptor potentials, \( s \)-potentials, and ganglion cell spike frequencies in isolated fragments of goldfish retina have failed to disclose any significant polarized light discrimination. The goldfish has not been proved behaviorally to respond to \( e \)-vector orientation, so perhaps our failure to record retinal responses to polarization is not surprising; yet if we accept the provisional evidence that cichlids, salmonids, and hemirhamphids can see polarized light, the capacity seems rather widespread in teleosts.

Indeed our negative results so far with the fish retina should not be considered definitive because repeated earnest attempts to record polarized light discriminating fibers in the optic nerve of decapod crustaceans did not produce convincing results on this point (refs. 88 and 89). Subsequently extensive data of various kinds were obtained for \( e \)-vector discrimination at the retinal level (in addition to the earlier behavioral evidence); and, recently in fact successful recordings from two categories of optic nerve fibers, maximally sensitive to orthogonal \( e \)-vectors, have been achieved in the crayfish.

**Extraretinal Mechanism**

Of course, there is the possibility that polarized light responses in fish depend on some extraretinal mechanism. In man the perception of polarized light depends on the dichroism of the yellow macular pigment on the surface of the central retina, but this alternative is quite unlikely in teleosts since macular pigment is limited to primates (ref. 87). However, there is some evidence that the adipose eyelid present in many fishes is both birefringent and dichroic (ref. 90).

For example in the Pacific herring Clupea pallasii 40% less linearly polarized light is transmitted by the fresh adipose eyelid when the \( e \)-vector is vertical (i.e., parallel to the dorso-ventral axis) than when it is horizontal (ref. 90). Hence fish with such a structure over their cornea may be able to use it as an \( e \)-vector analyzer; but even if this were so, it does not solve the general problem. For one thing the \( e \)-vector discrimination found in Oncorhynchus was unaffected by adipose eyelid removal (ref. 73). However, only a small portion of the posterior adipose eyelid of salmonids (which is reduced compared to clupeids and some other teleosts) overlies the eye (ref. 90), so that Dill’s experiment may not be a critical test of the general visual significance of this structure.

Furthermore the alternative that the Oncorhynchus...
FIGURE 10. Differential sensitivity to polarized light in a single retinular cell of the compound eye of the crayfish Procambarus. This receptor cell had a \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) at 580 nm and was 5.25 \( \times \) more sensitive to vertical (dorso-ventral) than horizontal \( \varepsilon \)-vectors (shown by double-headed arrows). (A) Spectral response curves obtained from intracellular receptor potentials. (B) Relative spectral sensitivities calculated from A and the response energy curve. (C) Normalized relative spectral sensitivities for the two \( \varepsilon \)-vector directions compared with the absorption spectrum calculated from the Dartnall nomogram for a vertebrate visual pigment with \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) at 580 nm (ref. 83).

corhynchus adipose eyelid is too small to act in \( \varepsilon \)-vector discrimination indicates that some other mechanism is responsible for the salmon's apparent perception of polarized light. This is certainly true of Pterophyllum, Zanarchopterus, and Dermogenys which lack adipose eyelids altogether. Nevertheless further study of possible polarized light responses in fish which do have well developed adipose eyelids seems highly desirable.

Another intriguing possibility is that some sort of extracocular sensory perception of light (EOP) might be involved in fish polarized light sensitivity. We know that in certain copepods their median naupliar eye can effectively analyze polarized light (refs. 91 and 92); but there, as in the arthropod lateral eye, regularly arranged microvilli are apparently involved in the mechanism (ref. 93). As possible analogs of the naupliar eye, the midbrain region, and its associated appendages, the parapineal (parietal) and pineal bodies may provide likely sites of EOP in fishes since all these are known to be light sensitive (ref. 94).

Yet no rhabdom-like membrane systems have been reported. Instead stacked lamellar elements resembling cone outer segments have been widely found, more specifically in the pineal (e.g., ref. 95). Although such structures in the retina are well known to be isotropic along their normal optic axis, rod outer segments are strongly dichroic for light transmitted perpendicularly to that axis (see discussion and references in ref. 82). However, no data on the occurrence and possible significance of these properties are available for fish pineal photoreceptor cells.

Alternatively the possibility that dichroism of the skin or skull over this region might
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confer polarized light sensitivity on certain fishes has been considered. But at least in *Zebrachipterus* no evidence for significant dichroism was found in the appropriate regions of freshly dissected specimens (ref. 1).

However, amphibians (*Acris* and *Ambystoma*) have recently been demonstrated to be capable of celestial orientation after their eyes have been removed but not when the midbrain region of the skull was covered by an opaque subdermal screen in blinded specimens (refs. 96 and 97). Also phototaxis and photokinesis in some fishes are affected by the pineal (e.g., refs. 94 and 98) but in other species are not (ref. 99). Thus there are several intriguing lines of research that need to be systematically followed up for their real relevance to the problems of visual direction finding by fishes.

**SUMMARY**

The particular conditions of underwater vision sharply restrict the scope of visual direction finding potentially available to fishes and other aquatic animals. These restrictions stem both from the rapid absorption of sunlight by the water which leaves 75 percent or more of the sea’s volume without daylight and from the marked scattering of light even in the clearest of water which rapidly results in image deterioration.

One consequence of this scattering may, however, be of use in underwater direction finding, namely the Sun-dependent polarization patterns in the water. These can reach maxima of at least 60 percent polarization and have been proved photographically to provide clear evidence for the Sun’s azimuth at depths down to 200 m which are considerably greater than estimates of maximum depths at which the Sun’s disc or the subma-

* T. Kuroki, personal communication, 1968.
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**DISCUSSION**

GWINNER: Is it correct that the altitude of the Sun could enter into the orientation pattern through polarized light?

WATERMAN: Yes. Braemer and Schwassmann showed that cichlids would change their behaviorally conditioned direction if the apparent altitude of the Sun was modified without altering its bearing. They used a mirror to reverse the Sun’s apparent direction by 180° and then changed its apparent altitude by tilting the mirror. They did get a significant shift in the fishes’ directional behavior. Since the Sun’s altitude, as well as its bearing, affects the underwater polarization pattern, it could also influence orientation there.
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